GAMES AND PRIZE STRUCTURE
There are 7 games played per night
AGA-2288851-09
Game 1

Crazy Kite - 4 squares in any corner plus a
diagonal line for the tail

$125.00

Game 2

Top or Bottom Line

$125.00

Game 3

Number 7 - in 16 numbers or less
Make a true number 7 (line across the top and
a diagonal line from the top O to the bottom B)

$150 grows by $50
for each week not won
$125 after 16 numbers

Game 4

Any 2 lines OR 1 line and the 4 corners

$125.00

Game 5

2 postage stamps
Any 2 of the 4 square in the corners

$125.00

Game 6 & 7

Two games Played on one card

Game 6
Game 7
51 numbers or less
52 numbers
53 numbers
54 numbers
55 numbers / more

Letter L - Down the B’s and Across the bottom
$125.00
Progressive Jackpot - Full Card
$1000 grows by $100 for each week not won
(max prize $12,000)
$ 800
$ 600
$ 400
$ 200

We will stop play to verify a winner on the Letter L, then continue on for the Full Card Jackpot.

The game is not reset!!
We continue on for the full card. Players must dob the entire card from the start. We will not recap #’s called.

Progressive Cookie Jar - Player must bingo out on Cookie Jar number to Win
$1.00 from each card sold is added to the cookie jar. Each night we draw one number that is
the cookie jar number for the night. Anyone who “bingos out” on the cookie jar number during
ANY of the games will win the game prize PLUS whatever has accumulated in the Cookie Jar.
Minimum payout on any game is $25.00, Cards are serial number controlled and must be played in the week
they are purchased, no exchanges for un-played cards. Cards with the incorrect serial # will not be validated for
prizes. Winning cards must be sent to VLRB for payment. All winners names will be published on our website,
all jackpot or cookie jar winners agree to allow us to use their photos for promotional purposes. Cookie Jar will be
capped at $15,000 for a maximum of 12 weeks. A reserve cookie jar will grow behind it. When the cookie jar is
forced it will be on game 6 (Letter L), the game prize of $125.00 will not be awarded. For a complete list of rules
go to VLRB.ca

